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It is shown that (1) every context-free language is T(n) = n 4- 
recognizable by a single-tape Turing machine and (2) every linear 
context-free language is T(n) = n2-recognizable by a single-tape 
Turing machine. It follows from (2) and a result obtained by Hart- 
manis (1968) that T (n) -- n 2 isa least upper time bound in which every 
linear context-free language can be recognized by a single-tape 
Turing machine. 
In this paper we are concerned with the recognition time of context- 
free languages on a single-tape Turing machine. The model of single- 
tape Turing machine used by Hennie (1965) and Hartmanis (1968) 
will be used here. It  is known that every context-free language is n ~- 
recognizable by an on-line multi-tape Turing machine in the sense of 
Hartmanis and Stearns (Kasami, 1965; Torii, 1966; Younger, 1967). 
In (Hartmanis, 1968), it is shown that every context-free language is 
T(n)  = nS-recoguizable by a single-tape Turing machine. This result 
was obtained by a straightforward implementation of the algorithm 
described in (Younger, 1967) on a single-tape Turing machine. This 
note shows that the upper time bound can be improved; that is, every 
context-free language is T(n)  = n4-recognizable by a single-tape Turing 
machine. 
The following result was proved in (Kasami, 1965). A simpler proof 
is given here. I t  is a straightforward implementation of the algorithm 
described in (Torii, 1966) on a single-tape Turing machine. 
TI~EOREM. Every context-free language is T(n)  = n4-recognizable by a 
single-tape Turing machine. 
Proof. For the notation and terminology, refer to Ginsburg (1966). 
Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that any rule of the con- 
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text-free grammar  G = (V, ~, P,  a) is of the form 
X--~ YZ or X ---~ a 
where XE  V - Z, YE  V - Z, ZC  V - Z and aC Z (Chomsky,  
1963). 
Let  w = ala~ . . .  a~(a~ C ~) be a given input string. For a substring 
a~. . .ak (1  =<i=< k-__ n)  o fw,  let 
N( i ,k )  = {YI  Y ~a~' ' 'a~,  Y C V -  Z}. 
Then,  w is in L(G) if and only if ~ C N(1,  n) .  
I f  Y~ a~ • -- ak (i  < k), then there exist X1 and X2 such that  
XI ~ aiai+l . . .  aj , 
X2~aj+l . . .ak  where i _ -< j<k ,  
and Y --~ X1X2 C P. Hence, we have that  
k- -1  
N(i,  k) = [J N~(i, k), 
whereN~(i ,k)  = IY I  Y -~X~X~ C P ,X~ ~ N( i , t ) ,X2  C N( t  + 1, k)}. 
Thus, for any k, if all N(i,  k ' ) (1  - i -< k' < k) and N(k,  k) are known, 
N(k  - 1, k), N(k  - 2, k), . . -  , N(1, k) can be found. 
The procedure can be implemented by a single-tape Turing machine 
as follows: Divide the to-the-r ight infinite tape into three tracks. The 
pth  t rack (p = 2, 3) is divided into sections T (p) T (p) . - .  T~ p) . . .  
• ~(p) rp(p) . .  '~(P) IEach section T~ p) consists of exactly j squares -~3 , ~2i , " ,  - j J  , 
rp(~) see Fig. I. ~ik can  store any  subset of V -- ~ together w i th  special 
markers  * and  A. A marker  * is p laced on  T (2) ik for each  k to indicate 
the left end  of the sections. A marker  A is used  on  the third track. The  
Track 1 -.- 
Track 2 ~(2) ~.(2) T~) ~(~-) T(~) -(3) a~(2) ~11 -L12 118 28 ~rs~ ~14 " " " 
~,(z) T(S) T(3) w(3) T(S) m(s) ~(a) Track  3 i~ 12 32 18~ 113 23 ±14 ' " ' 
Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 
FIG. 1. Tape 
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head that scans the tape is assumed to read all the squares in one column 
in one operation. 
Assume that the rules of the given grammar are stored in the finite 
state control unit and that the finite state control unit has working 
rm(~)] memories 21I and M' which can store any subset of V - %. Let Lz~ j 
rg(p) and [M] designate the set of symbols tored in ~k and M, respectively. 
The input string w = ala~ . . .  an is written on the first n squares on 
the first track. The second track is used to store N( i ,  k') for each i 
and k r such that 1 _-< i =< ff < k. The third track is used to compute 
N(k  - 1, k), N(k - 2, k), . . .  , N(1, k). The second and third tracks 
are initially blank. 
The operation of the machine proceeds as follows. 
(1) Read the first input symbol al and mark off this square. Store 
{Y[ Y --~ al E P} into 111n'(~) together with a marker *. Then, [T~ )] = 
N(1, 1). 
(2) Suppose that the initial substHng a~a~ . . .  ak-~ of w has been 
read. In this case, the first/~ - 1 squares on the first track have been 
marked off. Assume that, for each i and/ J  such that 1 _-< i _-< /~' < k, 
N( i ,  k') is stored in n,(~) (in particular, a marker * is stored in m(~) .t .  1 / :  , -Likr~ 
together with N(1, kr)) and that the head is on the position T (2) ~--Ik--I • 
The contents of the second track of the tape at this time are shown in 
Fig. 2. 
(2.1) Move the head to the leftmost unmarked square on the first 
track, read the kth input symbol ak, mark off this square and return to 
the position ~k-lk-lm(~). (This square is the rightmost nonblank square on 
the second track. ) The time required for this step can be bounded above 
Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 
$ $ $ . . .  
N(1,1) N(1,2) N(2,2) hr(1,3) N(2,3) N(3,3) 
Section k--1 
N(1,k--1) N(2,k--1) N(k--2,k--1) N(k-l,k--1) 
Head T 
Fro. 2. The contents of the second track at the beginning of the step (2). 
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by clk 2 where cl is an appropriate constant. Store {YI Y --* ak C P} 
rp (a )  m(a)  into ~k  and M. (The column that  contains ~,  is adjacent to the 
column that  contains T (~) -~(a)] k--lk--~ .) Then, [:t'~k j = [M] = N(]~,/~). 
rr(~) Place a marker  A on *~k • 
(2.2.1) For  each j  ( j  = 1, 2, . . .  ,£  -- 1), store 
rrp(2) 1 { Y [ Y --> X,X2 ~ P, X~ E t~k-jk--lJ, X,~ C [M]} 
into Tk(~ik_,. In  the case of j = 1, store it together with a marker  k. 
Then, 
['(~) ~ ~Vk_l(k,  - j ,  I~). .L k--jk_l] 
In  particular, 
[V~-d  = N(k  - 1, ~). 
rp(2) This step is terminated when a marker  * in ~1~-, that  indicates the left 
end of the (£ -- 1)st section is read. The t ime required for this step is 
lc. The contents of the second and third tracks at this t ime are shown 
in Fig. 3. 
(2.2.2) This step is iterated for index k' = k - 2, k - 3, • • • , 1. 
Assume that  for each j  (0 =< j =< k' )  
k--1 
['~(~,) ~ U N~(/ J  + 1 - j ,  ]~) -Itk +l--.ikt+*J = 
t=k '+ l  
(in particular, ,r(a) ~'+~k,+x stores N(k'  -F 1, k) together with a marker A) 
and that  the head is on the position T~I4~. 
Sect ion k -1  
N(k - -2 ,  N(1,k--1) N(2 ,k -1 )  . . .  N(I¢-2, 2V(£-1,  
k-2)  k - i )  k - i )  
Nk_l(1,k) hr~-1(2,k) 
A ,A 
... N~_~(~-2, Y (k - l , k )  N(k ,k )  . . .  
k) 
Head ~" ¢ --- 
The  pass  of the  computat ion  of the  s tep  (2.2.1) 
FIG. 3. The  contents  of the  second and  th i rd  t racks  ~ ~ m end of the  s tep  
(2.2J). 
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Move the head to the right until it comes to the first square con- 
(3) raining a marker A on the third track. This square is Tk'+~,+l and 
(3) , rt~(3) [Tk'+lk +1] = N(k' -F 1, k). Store the contents of the square ~'+1~,+1 
rp(3) in M end return to the position ~lk' +1 • 
For eachj  (j  = 1, 2, - . .  , k'), store 
rrp(2) ,] r~(3)  , 1 { Y I Y ~ X1X2 C P, X1 C L~'+I-j~ j, X2 E [M]} U L~k'+l-jk +11 
into ,r(3) ~'+1-j'~'. In the ease of j = i, store it together with a marker A. 
~(3) (~nd store the For each j, it is possible to find the square '+1-j'~,+1 
rr(3)  , M I contents of the square ~k'+~-~~ +1 in ) and return to the correspond- 
~(2)  ing square ~'+~-~k +~, if a special marker is used. (The contents of 
r~(3) the square ~k'+l--~k,+l which has already been processed are permitted 
to be erased. ) At the end of this step for index ]~', 
k--1 
[rr(3)  I -k'+l-~a,j = Nk,(k'q- 1 - - j , /~)  U U Nt(k 'q-  1 - j , k )  
k--I 
-- U Nt(k' q- I -- j, k). 
t=k  
r,~(3) i N(k', k). For k' In particular, t k'~'J = = 1, N(1, k) is stored into 
T~ ) together with a marker A. In Fig. 4, the pass of the computation 
of this step for index /~' is shown. For each /~', the time required for 
this step can be bounded above by c~k ~2 where c' is an appropriate con- 
stant. Hence, the total time required for finding N(/c - 1, k), N(/~ -- 2, 
Section k' Section k'+l 
. . . . .  I II LL : LI ;  
• , .  < 
> ] 
• . .  ~ ) 
) 
FIG. 4. 
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k), . . -  , N (1, k) on the third track can be bounded above by a2k 3 where 
c2 is an appropriate constant. 
(2.3) Copy the contents of squares with a marker A on the third 
track m(8) m(~ .. (3) ~,(~) m(2) ~v(2) m(2) m(2) -I-11 , - t22  , " , Tk - lk -1  , - i l k  i iq . tO  i l k  , ~t2/~ , " " " , -t k - - l k - -1  , l kk  , 
rp (2 )  respectively. A marker * must be stored into 11k together with the con- 
m(~) Then, tents of 111 •
[,r(~)~ N(1, k), FT (2>~ r rp (2 ) l  -~k j  = ~ 2~j  -- N(2, k ) , "  • • , / l kk  j -~  N(k, k). 
c~k where c~ The time required for this step can be bounded above by 3
is an appropriate constant. Hence, the total time needed to process the 
kth input a~ can be bounded above by 
cll~ 2 -~- c2k ~ -[- c3k 3 < c4k 3 
where c4 is an appropriate constant. Consequently, for °, the input string 
ala2 • • • an, the total time for finding N(1, n) can be bounded above by 
cn 4, where c is an appropriate constant. The computation can be speeded 
up by a linear factor, if we permit the machine to write several sym- 
bols per tape square. This completes the proof. 
By a technique similar to that described above, it can be shown that 
every linear context-free language is T(n)  -- n2-recognizable by a 
single-tape Turing machine. I t  is easy to construct a single-tape Turing 
machine which recognizes a linear context-free language within cn ~ 
time units where c is a constant by modifying the Turing machine 
described in (Kasami, 1967). 
In (Hartmanis, 1968), it is shown that there is a linear context-free 
language which is not Tl(n)-recoguizable for any T~(n)  such that 
in f ,~  T~(n ) /n  2 = O. Therefore, T(n  ) = n 2 is a least upper time bound 
in which every linear context-free language can be recognized by a 
single-tape Turing machine. I t  is not known whether T(n)  = n 4 is a 
good time bound for the recognition of general context-free languages. 
In fact, it has not been shown that there exist context-free languages 
which cannot be recognized on a single-tape Turing machine in time 
T(n  ) = n ~. 
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